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CHEMICAL PROFILE ANALYSIS OF TYPE 316 STAINLESS
STEEL. SHEET BY AUGER SPECTROSCOPY

G. J. Barnet, A. W. Aldag, and R. C. Jerner

School of Chemkal Engineering and Materials Science, University of Oklahoma,
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Aqu elccuoo~ been used fO decamioe chemical profiles in
type 316 ItaiDletl lIteeL The e coosisud of alternately mouitoring Pe. Mo,
aad Ni Aus.r peak helshts aad Ar+ .putter removal of surface atom Iayen from
lCaiDleu steel meet. The cooc:enttatioa of Mo was found fO decrease, whereas the
Pe .ad Ni coaceotrations iocteued from the surface into the bulk.
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F1Gu&1l 1. Auger electron emissioa from aa
ncited atom. cI> , work functioo; V, width of the
valence band; ~, energy of the core electron
level; E, original energy of the emitted electron.

defined energy (6). The Auger energy
levels of many of the metals and typical
surface contaminants are known and tbe
values agree quite well with the x-ray values

. tabulated by Hill, el Ill. (7)

The interest in Auger spectroscopy as
applied to surface studies evolved from tbe
early low energy electron diffraaion
(LEED) experiments of Lander (8). In
analyzing the energy distribution for secon
dary electrons emitted by a solid surface,
he attributed the small peaks to Auger
transitions in the solid and suggested that
the charaaeristic energies of these peaks
could be used for qualitative surface chemi
cal analysis. The peaks were, however,
small and difficult to detect within the
broad, rather uniform background distri·
bution. Harris (5) subsequently suggested
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Elemental concentration of solvent or
solute atoms do not oecessarily remain coo
stant throughout a given sample. Owing to
segregation effects ~he swface concentra·
tion of a given component can differ
markedly from tbat of the bulk. Harris (1),
Haas (2), and Sickafus (3) have used
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) to
sbow that certain thermal treatments can
be used to concentrate bulk impurities at a
free surface. Small interstitial impurities,
especially those of sulfur and carbon, have
been observed to concentrate at the surface
after a short time at 300 C (1).

In the present study, AES has been used
to determine the concentration profiles of
MOo Ni, and Fe in 316 stainless sreel; these
were found to vary significantly near the
surface.

REVIEW OF AUGER ELECTRON
SPECTROSCOPY

The technique of Auger electron spec.
troscopy (AES) is not new (.(), although
its application to surface studies is relative
ly recent (5). The Auger electron emission
process is analogous to x·ray emission from
an excited atom and, in fact, the processes
often occur simultaneously in a given
experiment. When an inner core vacancy
of an atom is neutralized by absorption of
an elec:uon from one of the outer shells
either an x-ray or an Auger electron with
a predJe energy will be emitted from the
sample (Fig. 1).

In applying AES to surface studies, the
.initial Inner core vacancy is created by
electron bombardment of the surface with
I-J keV electrons. The secondary Auger
e1ecuons mming from within a few mono
layetl· of me surface escape with a well·
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that since the background was indeed rela
tively uniform, detection of Auger peab
could be gready enhanced by elecuonically
differentiating the energy distribution.
This technique brought AES into its cur·
rent prominence as a valuable tool for
surface studies. Subsequent refinements
were made by Palmberg (9), who demon
strated that the sensitivity for atoms at the
surface could be enhanced by using a graz
ing incidence primary beam and that the
enerln' resolution could be improved by
replacing the old 3-grid LEED optics by a
4-grid system. Palmberg also confirmed
experimentally that the low energy «200
eV) Auger electron escape depth was of
the order of 4-8...\. The minimum sensitivity
for surface impurities has been estimated
to be 0.1 percent of a monolayer (10).

More recently AES experiments are being
performed independent of LEED studies. In
principle, since the Auger process involves
inelastic collisions with the surface, a well
defined crystal geometry, as required by
LEED, is not a prerequisite for AES. A new
cylindrical mirror analyzer (ll ) with a
coaxial electron gun provides a simple elec
tron optics system with precise energy dis
crimination. This system can be adapted to
most conventional ultrahigh vacuum cham·
bers and AES experiments performed in
conjunction with other types of surface
studies. An example of the Auger spectra
obtained from a stainless steel surface using
a Physical Electronics Industries Cylindrical
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frGuu 2. .) Aaaa' eJecuoa ipeCUWD of rype
316 II:ainIesI Ilftl before spuueriq; VB = 2000
eV. b) Aqer eIecuoD specuum of 316 lWaless
IIIeel alter~ VB = 2000 eV.
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Analy~r is shown in Figure 2. The various
surface components are noted on the trace.

METHODS
Rolled, annealed, and pickled type 316

stainless steel sheet was used in this investi
gation. Specimens were prepared by wash
ing with detergent, rinsing with distilled
water, aceton~, trichloroethylene, and ace
tone, and then drying with a lintfree cloth.
Samples were placed in a vacuum chamber,
which was evacuated, and then baked 6 he
at 250 C.

Oil-free rough pumping was accomplish
ed by the use of zeolite.filled cryosorption
pumps. The pressure was then reduced to
the low 10-9 torr range with ion and titan
ium sublimation pumps. Initial Auger
spectra were recorded before Ar+ bombard
ment as shown in Figure 2. To facilitate
sputtering, Ar was admitted to a pressure
of 1 x 10-· torr. Argon purity was main
tained by use of titanium sublimation
pumps during sputtering. After a pre
determined time sputtering was terminated
and the system pressure was immediately
reduced to the 10-0 torr range by activating
the ion pumps. The sample was alternately
positioned in front of the sputter gun and
the cylindrical mirror analyzer by simple
rotation.

An Auger spectrum was recorded after
each sputter period and then the sample
was repositioned for additional sputtering.
This procedure was repeated until no
change was observed in the recorded spectra.
Changes in Auger spectra can be seen
readily by comparing a spectrum taken
after long-term sputtering to that before
sputtering (Fig. 2). The exactness of tbe
repositioning technique is demonstrated by
the reproducibility in spectra taken after
sufficiently long .puttering t!~. after
having reached the Iiulk composition (12).

RESULTS
The Auger spectra for pure samples of

the elements of interest were used to deter
mine the locations of the peab monitored
for this study. As an example, d1e spectrum
for pure Mo is shown in Figure 3. It was
assumed that the Auger spectra obtained
after long sputtering times ~re representa
tive of the bulk conceotratJOO.
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'IGval 3. Aqu electroa Ipcdrwn of pate
molybcleaum; VB = 2000 eV.

A removal coefficient of unity (one
atom removed for each incident argon ion)
was assumed and, by taking the Auger
peak height to be directly proportional to
the atomic density present (13), the surface
concentration could be estimated. A com·
posite of the chemical profiles obtained for
Mo, Fe, and Ni is shown in Figure 4. These

of mill-processed type 316 stainless steel
sheet was observed. The Mo concentration
was found to decrease as surface layers were
removed by Ar+ bombardment, while the
Fe and Ni concentrations increased until
the bulk concentrations were reached.

CONCLUSIONS

It was found that mill-processing tends
to produce a variation iD chemical profiles
of Mo, Fe, aDd Ni at the surface of type 316
stainless steel. SiDce the segregation or
depletioD is appareDtly brought about by
the mill.processiDg~subsequeDt thermal ~r

mechaDical processmg probably results m
a change iD the chemical ~rofiles.. Thus,
aDy property, such as corrosloD resls~~ce,

that is depeDdeDt OD surface composlt~on

could be significaDtly altered. Chemical
profiles obtained by AES should be of great
assistance iD iDterpretiDg experimeDtal
results of iDvestigations iDvolviDg surface
sensitive properties.

'IGVU 4. lleIatk'e molybdenum, Dickel, aad
jroo cooceauacioa. til amount of ~rial re
moved io tJPe ~16 stainless steeL

assumptions resulted in an estimated sur·
face conc::entration of 14%. 15%. and 0%
for Mo, Fe, and Ni, respectively. The pre
treatment and cleaain. steps left a carbon·
aceous over·layer on the surface (14) which
may have IOmewhat reduced the true con
centration of metallic surface species.

Significant variation in the chemical
profiles of MOo Fe, and Ni near the surface
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